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The Nose Knows 

Dogs excel at all kinds of detective work because they are superior sniffers (see 

Lifesaving Sniffers). Their sense of smell is 10,000 times more sensitive than a human’s. 

That allows them to sniff out faraway odors that humans can’t smell at all, like tiny bits 

of animal scat. 

Droppings give off odor molecules, tiny particles that carry scents through the air. When 

a dog sniffs, cells inside its nose called scent receptors capture these molecules and send 

signals to the brain. The brain then determines what the smell is from (see How a Dog 

Uses Its Nose). 
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INTRODUCTION  

The dogs that work for Rogue Detection Teams are rescu

e dogs that once lived in shelters. To teach the dogs how to fi

nd certain scat samples, trainers present them with droppings 

from different species. They hide the samples in boxes with h

oles. When the dogs sniff the hole that covers the target scat, 

they get a ball. That teaches the dogs that finding that specific

 sample earns them a reward.  

 

OBJECTIVE 

1. To know the process of detection and dog’s capacity 

of identification of smell 

2. To understand the varieties of the smell or odour 

 

METHOD 

The emphirical and analytical method has been 

employed to arrive at proper conclusion 

 

RESEARCH  

How A Dog Uses Its Nose 

A dog’s sense of smell works the same way a human’s d

oes. The difference is that a dog’s nose is much more sensitiv

e. Here’s how it works. 

 
When a dog sniffs, air enters its nostrils. Air carries tiny 

scented particles called odor molecules. 

Odor molecules attach to scent-

receptor cells that cover a layer of tissue at the back of the no

se.  

The receptor cells send signals to parts of the brain that c

an identify the scent.   

“They quickly figure out that they have to find exactly th

e kind of sample we want in order to play,” says Yee. Eventu

ally, the training moves outdoors, where there are many more

 distractions. 

Handlers train dogs by asking them to sniff out scat 

hidden inside special boxes with holes.  

Recently, Jack was part of a study to learn if detection do

gs are more accurate than humans at finding baby birds and b

ats that have died. The animals’ tiny bodies are often hidden i

n cracks in the ground or covered by leaves. The humans in t

he study found only 30 percent of the birds and bats. Jack sni

ffed out more than 90 percent.  

Not all dogs are cut out for the job. 

“We need dogs that are really energetic and completely obses

sed with balls,” says Yee. “It’s basically a game for them.”  

When dogs find a target scent, they are rewarded with a 

ball. 

 

THE SMELL OF SUCCESS 

Jack has been working as a detection dog for four years. 

He can identify the smells of more than a dozen different spe

cies. His work is helping scientists monitor endangered anim

als, from bats  

to gray wolves.  

Based on the number of droppings Jack finds, scientists c

an estimate the size of a species’ population. Bits of prey in t

he droppings can tell scientists what the animals are eating. H

ormones and other chemicals can indicate if the animals are p

regnant or if they have toxic substances in their bodies.  

Dogs can even sniff out orca poop floating on the ocean! 

Recently, Jack has been working with Yee to locate orca 

scat off the coast of Washington. The snot-

like substance floats on the water’s surface. For a human, it’s 

not easy to see. But from a boat, Jack can catch the scent of t

he oily droppings from more than 500 meters (1,640 feet) aw
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ay! Researchers from the University of Washington are study

ing the scat to find out why orca numbers are shrinking. 

Rogue Detection Teams is working with scientists to co

me up with new ways to put the dogs’ sniffing skills to use. F

or instance, some dogs are learning to find trees with certain 

diseases. 

“So far, there don’t seem to be limits to what these dogs can 

do,” says Yee. 

 

LIFESAVING SNIFFERS 

Rogue Detection dogs aren’t the only canines using their 

noses to help others. Here are two ways that dogs use their a

mazing sense of smell to save people from harm. 

After an earthquake, a flood, or a fire, search-and 

rescue dogs can find humans hidden under debris by followin

g their scent. Medical alert dogs can smell tiny changes in bo

dy chemistry that signal when a dangerous condition, like lo

w blood sugar, is about to happen. 

Ask someone in your family to prepare two or more 

items that have strong smells, without telling you what they 

picked. Then close your eyes and have them place the items 

on a table. Now, with your eyes closed, smell each item. Can 

you guess what it is? Can other family members guess what it 

is? Write a paragraph describing your results. 

The act or process of smelling, is a dog’s primary special 

sense.dog’s sense of smell is said to be a thousand times 

more sensitive than that of humans. In fact, a dog has more 

than 220 million olfactory receptors in its nose, while humans 

have only 5 million. Because of this keen sense of smell, 

dogs are able to locate everything from forensic cadaver 

material to disaster survivors as demonstrated during the 

terrorist attack on the World Trade Center on September 11, 

2001. Anatomy A dog’s nose consists of a pair of nostrils 

(nares) for inhaling air and odors and a nasal cavity. The 

olfactory receptor cells in a dog’s nose extend throughout the 

entire layer of specialized olfactory epithelium found on the 

ethmo-turbinate bones of the nasal cavity. The olfactory 

portion of the nasal mucous membrane contains a rich supply 

of olfactory nerves that ultimately connect with the 

www.aces.edu Interestingly, the olfactory receptors in the 

nasal cavity are anatomically distinct from those in the 

vomeronasal organ. Each receptor neuron (nerve cell) in the 

olfactory epithelium of the nasal cavity has a dendrite that 

ends in a knob with several thin cilia covered by mucus. 

Receptor neurons in the vomeronasal organ typically lack 

cilia but have microvilli on the cell surface. highly developed 

olfactory lobe in the dog’s brain. Dogs possess an additional 

olfactory chamber called the vomeronasal organ that also 

contains olfactory epithelium. The vomeronasal organ, 

known as Jacobson’s organ, consists of a pair of elongated, 

fluid-filled sacs that open into either the mouth or the nose. It 

is located above the roof of the mouth and behind the upper 

incisors. Member of the Federal Emergency Management 

Agency Task Force searching for victims of the World Trade 

Center attack. (Photo courtesy of FEMA)  

 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

Physiology A dog’s nose is normally cool and moist. 

The moisture secreted by mucous glands in the nasal cavity 

captures and dissolves molecules in the air and brings them 

into contact with the specialized olfactory epithelium inside 

the nose. Dogs use sniffing to maximize detection of odors. 

The sniff is actually a disruption of the normal breathing 

pattern. Sniffing is accomplished through a series of rapid, 

short inhalations and exhalations. A bony subethmoidal shelf, 

which is found below the ethmoturbinate bones of the nasal 

cavity, forces inhaled air into Olfactory receptor cells in the 

vomeronasal organ also send impulses to the region of the 

hypothalamus associated with sexual and social behaviors. 

This organ is believed to be important in the detection of 

pheromones (body scents). This theory could account for the 

dog’s ability to identify and recognize other animals and 

people. Utility Today, people use a dog’s keen sense of smell 

in many ways. Federal, state, and local government agencies 

employ specially trained dogs in search and rescue missions 

and in the detection of narcotics and contraband agriculture 

products. The Federal Emergency Management Agency has 

national dog-handler teams that respond to disasters 

worldwide. State and local law enforcement agencies in the 

United States (U.S.) have canine units trained to detect drugs 

and search for lost individuals, homicide victims, and 

forensic cadaver materials. U.S. Customs and Border 

Protection has more than 800 canine teams that work with the 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security to combat terrorist 

threats, stop the flow of illegal narcotics, and detect 

unreported currency, concealed humans, or smuggled 

agriculture products. Its Canine Enforcement Program (CEP) 

uses a variety of dogs including Labrador retrievers, golden 

retrievers, German Anatomy of a dog’s nose. the olfactory 

epithelium. Washing out of the region upon exhalation does 

not occur due to the nasal pocket created by the bony 

subethmoidal shelf. The nasal pocket permits the odor 

molecules that are unrecognizable in a single sniff to 

accumulate and interact with olfactory receptors. Odor 

molecules in the olfactory epithelium of the nasal cavity are 

absorbed into the mucous layer and diffuse to the cilia of 

receptor neurons. 

 This interaction generates nerve impulses that are 

transmitted by the olfactory nerves to the dog’s brain, which 

has a well-developed olfactory lobe. This allows the dog to 

recognize a scent and follow a trail. 2 Alabama Cooperative 

Extension System The CEP uses beagles to detect agriculture 

contraband. The passively trained Beagle Brigade dogs detect 

prohibited fruits, plants, and meats in baggage and vehicles 

of international travelers as they go through Federal 

Inspection Service areas. Beagle Brigade teams work at 

several major border-crossing stations in the United States as 

well as many international airports that are ports of entry into 

this country. Medical tests have recently shown that specially 

trained dogs are capable of detecting certain types of tumors 

in humans  
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